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The President’s Export
Control Reform Initiative

State and Commerce Published
Final Rules for Category XI
and More

Portions of Satellite Rules Pertaining to Radiation-Hardened Micro
electric Microcircuits Take Effect

The US State Department, under
the ECR, is in the process of making
select items easier to license for export.
This is an effort to make U.S goods
competitive in world markets, while
considering the national security and
competitive issues surrounding the
export of products under these special
licenses for controlled goods. Less
sensitive or older generation of
munitions-related items that are
available from foreign suppliers are
being moved to the Commerce
Department’s Bureau of Industry and
Security for licensing. According to the
ECR, these items are moving from the
US Munitions List (USML) to the
Commerce Control List (CCL). (See
pages 8 and 9 for the ECR Dash
Board.) Though most items are still
licensed and controlled, the time
required to obtain a license under the
Export Administration Regulations is
greatly reduced. This is in contrast to
more sensitive or more advanced
munitions that have national security
concerns that will be continued to be
licensed by the Directorate of Defense
Trade Controls (DDTC).
According to an industry veteran,
“The big benefit of the ECR is that the
articles (and technology) moved to the
CCL can be exported under a more
flexible licensing system, including

On July 1, the State and Commerce
Departments published final rules for
USML Category XI, which pertains
to various military and other
advanced electronics. State issued
a press release that highlight the
significance of the publication of these
rules. These final rules result from two
rounds of public comments and will go
into effect on December 30, 2014. For
more information, please see the State
Department media note.

On June 27, Final State and Commerce Rules relating to radiationhardened micro-electric microcircuits took effect. A summary of the
relevant portions of both sets of rules
is in the Commerce rule in response
to Comment #38. Other portions
of the satellite-related rules will take
effect on November 10, 2014.

--ECR Practical Use Explored --

Reform - Continued on page 11

For more informationre:
http://export.gov/%5C/ecr/index.asp
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There is still time to apply for formal acceptance into Dunlap-Stone
University’s various schools online bachelor degree programs for the 2014-15
school years.
Two of the university’s bachelor degree programs start August 14th. The
College of Arts and Science’s new
Bachelor of Science in Health Care Administration degree program is now enrolling students for this start date. Officials say space is very limited in this
online program. The International Import-Export Institute’s Bachelor of Science in International Trade Management degree program has expanded its
course offerings to meet the increased
demand for this very popular degree.
Students the opportunity to tailor their
degree emphasis to either: Trade Compliance Law, Management or Global
Supply Chain Management,

See Classes Starting Soon

Fall Semester Starts August 14th

Page 14

BIS Update 2014
Now Open
Page 4

In-Compliance:

Read “Single Export Control List”
Page 6

Read about the “Fastest
Growing Fields of Law”
Page 7

Read Book Announcement
Page 12

BIS: NEWS & Sanctions
Page 10

DDTC Update

Read Export Control Dashboard
Page 8 & 9
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This issue of GlobalWatch has
two main topics in several articles:
Education and Export Control Reform (ECR). In some ways it is difficult to separate one from the other
as ECR and all of its changes require massive training and education.
Although there is much change happening, it really is just an increase in
pace that has been increasing since
9/11. The changes happening here
at Dunlap-Stone University are just
as massive. Our new Law Center
focuses on the compliance global
landscape. It watches key trading
nations’ regulatory trade compliance
efforts as they change their rules
managing the movement of goods
across their boarders, all the while
identifying how US Government export controls are affected. In short,
they face an interesting challenge
and our students appreciate our up
to date courses that result from our
Law Center’s efforts. Well done.
In response to the many requests
we’ve received from compliance
students, the article on page 3 examines the career value DSU’s programs have to our “typical” compliance student. I think you’ll find it an
interesting read. And I believe the
money savings discussed in the article will make huge CENTS to you,
too.
As this issue goes to press, Wini
Hunt and I are preparing for the BIS
Update 2014. We are looking forward to seeing old friends and making new ones. Stop by our booth and
say “HI”.
Whether you write papers in
your job or you write papers just for

our classes, you may find the article on page 5 entitled Tackling
Written Assignments helpful. On
page 5 you will find helpful information (start dates) about both of
our new, very popular law related
masters degrees. If you see a need
or desire to earn your masters degree in trade law, keep in mind that
you should enroll early. Class sizes
are kept small in both of these
graduate degree programs.
The In-Compliance column on
page 6 tackles the topic of a single
export control list and why it is important. It should be interesting
reading for you. The related article
on page 1 speaks to the problems
occuring during the transition process.
In my opinion, there is not a
single field of law today that is
growing faster or offers as much
opportunity as does regulatory
trade law. It is still in its infancy
and will grow unbelievably fast over
the next few decades as international trade increases. It is the perfect opportunity for new lawyers
and trade professionals looking for
a tremendous career path. (See
article, International Trade Law,
on page 7.)
We were asked by several
people to publish the ECR Dash
Board, which shows the status of
the implementation of the ECR. See
it on pages 8 and 9. As usual BIS
and DDTC columns on pages 10
and 11 list sanctions and the
changes in their rules.
President - Continued on page 7
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CHECKING THE FACTS: A Very Affordable,
Quality College Education for You & Your Children
After having taken courses tion survey, 98% of students reconline at Dunlap-Stone University ommend DSU to their friends and
(DSU) to learn trade compliance co-workers. It does not hurt that
topics, an increasing number of DSU offers the most in demand
trade compliance professionals degree programs sought by hiring
have enrolled their college age chil- employers, including Business Addren in the school’s various
ministration. It
degree programs, including
offers an Asso...degrees
the most valuable bachelor
ciate Degrees,
in
healthcare,
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Bachelor Demanagement,
News & World Report--a
gree and Masglobal
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ment and
healthcare, management,
the trade comcompliance
law
global supply chain managepliance law
ment and compliance law.
degrees familThere are many reasons
iar to our stuwhy our students encourage their dents.
family members to attend DSU.
The affordability of the school
Among them are the school’s repu- is a major factor to parents, too.
tation, quality and affordability. Compared to other schools they
Parents who have taken trade com- may be considering for their chilpliance courses at DSU appreci- dren, DSU’s tuition rate is as much
ate their educational experience. as 83% less expensive. It is less exAccording to the recent accredita- pensive per year than many fouryear public colleges. As States reduce funding for public state colleges and universities, it is common
for the cost to be over $50,000 per
year for a Bachelor Degree and with
scheduling issues many cannot finR
ish in four years. However, the total
tuition cost of a four-year DSU degree is currently under $40,000.
This lapel pin signifies the
Considering that DSU’s faculty ofwearer has attained IIEI
ten teach at major, well known uniCertification’s highest-level
versities, too—that charge much
of industry recognition of
higher tuition rates, it makes choosproficiency over the ITAR
ing DSU an easy choice. DSU’s
regulations and
its administration.
trade marked Professionally Significant Degrees programs deA service of International Trade
Certification Authority, Inc.
note the quality of the education.

ertified
Certified
I TAR
Professional
rofessional

Advertisement

With their parental support, children
can apply for student loans to cover
most of the costs. Being that DSU’s
programs are online, students can
work while they learn and help offset the cost even further.
Trade compliance professionals are noted for their analytical bent
of nature. It’s not surprising that
they would consider all the facts
when looking at schools for their
children.
When they
Graduates
examine
from Dunlapthe value of
Stone have
a
DSU
continued on
education it
and gradujust makes
ated from law
sense.
schools...
Graduates
f r o m
Dunlap-Stone have gone on and
graduated from law schools and
other institutions of higher learning
to finish their advanced education
goals. And they do it with a fraction of the expense and loans of
their fellow classmates.
The fact that parents are comfortable knowing the quality of the
education their children are receiving makes all the difference. But
most importantly, their children receive a quality accredited degree
that is so important in today’s business world. The fact that it is priced
affordably and is world-class
makes the decision easy. Enroll your
student for the Fall start date today. Classes start in August.
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The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) is preparing for the 27th
annual Update Conference on Export Controls and Policy in Washington, DC. This major outreach activity draws business and government
representatives from around the world to learn and exchange ideas about
export control issues. It is one of the Department’s most notable international trade events. Discussions about the highly anticipated export control reform regulations will be the primary focus of this year’s conference.
Update 2014 will be held July 29-31, 2014, at the Washington Hilton
Hotel. A conference room rate will be available to registered attendees
when registration opens. Detailed registration and program information
will be available in the coming months.
For additional, information on Update 2014 or other BIS outreach
programs, you may contact the Outreach and Educational Services Division at,
OESDSeminar@bis.oc.gov This email address is being protected from
spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it , or 202-482-6031.

International Import-Export Institute
DSU’s International Business School

Visit our booth at BIS Update 2014

Howdy Neighbor
Will you be attending the
2014 Annual Update Conference
on Export Controls & Policy on
July 29th through July 31st at the
Washington Hilton Hotel in
Washington, D.C.?
If so, make sure you stop by
and say hello! We are looking
forward to seeing you there!

CJ Requests
Applicants Are Not
Required To Be
Registered with DDTC
To submit a Commodity
Jurisdiction Request
Per 22 CFR 120.4(B).

Advertisement

IIEI Certification


TM

A service of International Trade Certification Authority Inc.

“The Global Trade Certification Standard Authority”
(877) 299-7637 (U.S. only)
Email: info@industrycertification.org
(602) 792-1321
www.industrycertification.org
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Tackling Written Assignments
at Work or School

One of the greatest fears (besides
math classes!) for adult learners in our
classes is that they don’t know how to
write in an academic style. It is often
very different from the informal emails
or reports we write in the business world.
But, there are several approaches that
can help improve your writing: organizing, citing, and reviewing.
Organizing
There are three elements to organizing your work. The first is to clearly
understand what you are being asked
to write. When there are guidelines and
rubrics, refer to these before you start
writing and refer to them during the process. The second, often a challenge
when balancing work, life, and school,
is to start in advance of the due date.
Many classes present the final paper criteria early in the class, so begin your
planning process. In short, do not write
the night before (or night of) the due
date. The final organizational tip is to
outline. Develop a path of where you
want to go and provide clues like headers and introductory sentences that
show your reader where you are going
and how you are going to get there.
Citing
The point of most academic papers
is to show that you can bring in the
ideas from different places and compare
and contrast them, show that you understand them, and can apply them to
real world settings. Often, this means
beginning by defining or describing the
major concepts you will discuss. Use
your text or other resources for this process, but make sure that you appropriately give credit to those authors. There
are a number of guides available as resources, the most user friendly being the
Online Writing Lab at Purdue University. Put quotation marks around things
you directly cite, but also remember to
credit the ideas of others, even if you
paraphrase. Beyond giving credit to
those you cite, you need to evaluate the
appropriateness of the source. For example, Wikipedia is not an acceptable
source for an academic paper. Find those

D
S

Education Requirements for
Advancement within the Trade
Compliance Industry are changing
quickly. Are you Prepared?

Accreditation

Graduate Law Degrees
Master of Science
(MSc) Regulatory Trade
Compliance

Master of Laws (LL.M.) -

This online 36 credit-hour,
year and a half accredited masters of science degree is open
to those who possess an accredited bachelor degree from a
U.S. institution (or equivalent)
and who meet the program’s
entry requirements.

This is DSU’s first online
accredited law degree. Students
enrolling in this one year (28
credit-hour) program are required to have earned a Juris
Doctorate (JD) degree and
meet the university’s other entry requirements.

Next Start Date Available*
July 31, 2014

Regulatory Trade Law

Next Start Date Available*
Oct 23 2014

Now Enrolling

Space is Very Limited - Reserve your Place Today
*The class dates shown have space available at this time. The
school’s web site may show other dates that have been filled.

Graduate Law Center
at Dunlap-Stone University

Call (800) 474-8013 - Outside the U.S. 01-602-648-5750
www.dunlap-stone.edu
that are peer reviewed or published in
well-known places. Finally, remember
to list all of your references at the end
of the paper.
Reviewing
The most important part of the
writing process comes once you have
finished a first draft—reviewing the
work. While most word processors will
catch errors in spelling, a quality peer
reviewer can help you find things that
do not make sense or need to be ex-

plained better. Your spouse, teenager,
coworker or fellow student can all be
valuable second readers to help you
craft a more polished final product.
Together, these simple approaches can improve your writing and
help you build skills that will help you
communicate better in both academic
and business settings. Still need help?
Consider enrolling in HAS-105: Writing Across the Curriculum this fall.
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In Compliance....
Importance of Creating a Single Export Control List
Current Two Lists
The U.S. Government (USG)
currently maintains two different
primary control lists, the Commerce Control List (CCL) and the
U.S. Munitions List (USML), administered by two different departments. These lists have fundamentally different structures,
different levels of specificity, and
different definitions. When completed, the Export Control Reform
Initiative will create a Single Export Ctrol List.
In the ECR Initiative, new
“criteria” for determining what
items need to be controlled will
be based on a three-tier construct,
along with a coordinated set of
policies for determining when an
export license is required will be
implemented. The tiered system
will also include a “catch all”
control for sanctioned end-users
and destinations, proscribed
entities, and proliferation, and
counterterrorism end-uses. The
control list criteria will be based
on transparent rules, which will
reduce the uncertainty faced by
our allies, U.S. industry, and its
foreign partners.
Under ECR, a three phased
corrective effort is underway.

!
Today
l
l
o
r
En

Phase
I.
Developed
a
methodology for rebuilding
control lists. (Completed in 2010)
Phase II. Apply methodology,
restructuring the USML and CCL
into identical tiered and positive
lists, and utilize “bright line”
process. (See dashboard pages 8
and 9 to track USML review).
Phase III. Merge USML and CCL
into one list of controlled items,
which will be administered by a
single control agency. (Phase III
requires completion of Phase II list
review as well as Congressional
Legislation)
Summary - One Control List
Most importantly, the reform
process is intended to develop a new
Single Control List that will allow the
government to erect higher walls
around the most sensitive items in
order to enhance national security.
In the interim, the USG is working
to create a “bright line” between the
U.S. Munitions List and Commerce
Control List to clearly identify the
jurisdiction of controlled items.
Source: http://export.gov/ecr/
eg_main_027617.asp

Export Violations
Happen for Two
Main Reasons:
Human Error or
Lack of Knowledge
The solution is simple:
In-depth Compliance Education

Whether you are a frontline
trade compliance worker, contracts
manager or work in procurement,
we offer a full range of courses to
help you gain the knowledge
needed to confidently protect
against all export violations.
As your organization’s frontline
of defense, you need to be Bulletproof in your knowledge and upto-date understanding of the rules
and regulations. Simple familiarity
is not enough. Tell your manager
what classes you need to take or
retake- if it has been years since
you seriously reviewed the entire
regulations. A wise manager understands the value in expanding budgets to give you the tools you need
to prevent costly and disastrous
export violations.

Dunlap-Stone University’s

w
es No
Class lling
Enro

Professionally Significant Degrees Program
Bachelor of Science - International Trade Management
Emphasis: Trade Compliance Law
Ask an Enrollment Advisor for details -. (800) 474-8013 - (602) 648-5750
Soucre: chron.com
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President- Continued from page 2

Knowing our defense industry
students and their love of military
history, we have another book announcement in this issue. It is for
one of our adjunct faculty members,
Leo Barron’s first book. It is titled:
No Silent Night. It is a non-fiction
account of an unknown effort within
the Battle of the Bulge. (See page
12.) Most people rate it five stars.
I want to say thank you to all of
you who purchased my book: By
What is Sure to Follow, which is
about real events during the Vietnam War. Bring it with you to BIS
Update and I will gladly autograph
it.
As you will note, the number of
online classes offered continues to
grow as does our number of graduates. To those listed in this issue of
GlobalWatch who finished their
degree--Congratulations!
I hope you enjoy all of the other
unmentioned articles in this issue.
Thanks you for your continued
strong support and encouragement.
Be well.
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Regulatory Trade Law
One of the Fastest Growing Fields of Law
What most people, including most lawyers, don’t know is that
regulatory trade compliance law is booming. It is like the Gold Rush days
all over again as companies rush to gain the legal expertise they need to
prevent catastrophic consequences for their company as they compete
for international sales and global markets. Exporters who fail to comply
with the flood of new regulatory trade compliance laws and regulations
from the U.S. and other major trading countries may not survive the
consequences. So the rush is on. Why the rush? Because like gold, people
with this expertise are rare, very rare. It is a matter of supply and demand.
With so many companies seeking assistance, the few attorneys with this
knowledge write their own ticket--meaning they can demand premium
hourly rates.
A New Field of Law

This is a new, emerging field of law and a new practice area that is
underpopulated and under-served. Prior to the terrorists’ events of 9/11
this field of law, as a stand alone practice area, did not exist. As the US
Government (USG) reacted to the threat, adding new laws and regulations,
the demand for legal services in this area has outstripped supply all across
the nation. Companies involved in international trade need legal expertise
to help them protect themselves, to mitigate the risks of violations amid
the rising tide of more trade regulations emanating from numerous USG
agencies.
Regulatory trade compliance law is expected to be among the fastest
growing new fields of law as the global marketplace matures amid the
concerns for safety of the global supply chain escalate . There is currently
New Courses?
an extreme shortage of legal experts in this practice area. The need for
Anyone?
this expertise is growing rapidly as more companies pursue global markets,
trade regulations continue to increase and as international trade expands
Every year at this time the Cur- to meet the needs of a growing global population.

riculum Development department at
DSU solicits input from our students
and industry leaders as to what new
course topics are needed. The more
detailed a description of the topics
and learning outcomes you suggest
should be in the new course, the better.
Send
your
email
to
info@dunlap-stone.edu and put
“COURSE SUGGESTION” in the
subject line.

Active Links Embedded in GlobalWatch

If you are reading GlobalWatchusing Acrobat Reader, and want to
know more, you are able to click on blue links within articles or links
shown as the source or reference for the article.
Discover why training to become a
Certified U.S. Export Compliance
Officer is important to all U.S. aerospace & defense contractors and
their trade compliance personnel.

(800) 474-8013
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Source:www. export.gov
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BIS Update NEWS and Sanctions
Texas Woman Sentenced to Prison
for Illegally Exporting Advanced
Combat Optical Gunsights

Deirdre M. Daly, United States
Attorney for the District of Connecticut, announced that JANIECE
MICHELLE HOUGH, 41, of
Kempner, Texas, pleaded guilty to one
count of smuggling goods from the
United States. The charge stems
from HOUGH’s sale of two Advanced Combat Optical Gunsights
(ACOGs) destined for Germany in
violation of the International Trafficking in Arms Regulations.
Following her plea of guilty,
HOUGH was sentenced to six
months of imprisonment, followed by
three years of supervised release, the
first eight months of which she must
serve in home confinement.
HOUGH was also ordered to
perform 100 hours of community
service and to forfeit $198,054.
According to court documents
and statements made in court,
HOUGH worked for a government
contractor and was based at Fort
Hood in Texas. On the side, she
operated an online business selling
surplus military clothing and
equipment on eBay. While working
at Fort Hood, HOUGH purchased
military equipment from U.S. Army
personnel, including Michael Bartch,
for re-sale online. In June 2010,
HOUGH sold and shipped two
ACOGs to an individual in
Connecticut with the understanding
that the AGOGs were destined for
Germany.
HOUGH did not have a license
from the U.S. State Department,
which is required to export ACOGs
and other items on the U.S.
Munitions List.
Source: http://www.bis.doc.gov/
index.php/about-bis/newsroom

Book Signing at BIS Update 2014
by Dr. Don Burton
Bring your copy of his book
to DSU’s Booth during the Conference

Thank you to everyone who
purchased my novel, By What is
Sure to Follow. I appreciate the
positive customer reviews you’ve
given it since it came out last month.
I was more than a little fearful
about how it would be received by
the public, particularly those in the
trade compliance industry. After all,
it isn’t light reading. As Mike Farrell
of M*A*S*H fame said in his review, it does “punch you in the gut.“
The publisher said it is an important
contribution to the literature about
the Vietnam War. Different booksellers around the world have placed
it in many genres, including: Mental
Health, Historical Fiction, Veteran
Fiction, Adventure, Psychological
Narrative, Vietnam War, PTSD and
War Action. I guess it depends on
who you are as to what it is.
The main questions people ask
me are: 1. Is it fiction or non-fiction
and 2. Where am I in it. Here are
the answers.
It is historical fiction drawn directly from real-life. The in-country events in the book all really happened to me or to other real people,
I wrote the book as therapy. It was
the only way I could write it—in the
third-person. Yes, the Vet Center incident did happen as described but
not where I placed it. I do often think
about that evening described in the
book at the Vet Center.
I would enjoy meeting you and
signing your book.
By What is Sure to Follow
ISBN-13: 978-1555717629
Available at Amazon.com
www.amazon.com/What-Sure-FollowDonald-Burton/dp/1555717624

Federal Register / Vol. 79, No.
126 / Tuesday, July 1, 2014
Civil Uses of Certain Microwave
Monolithic Integrated Circuit
(MMIC) Power Amplifiers, etc.

Department of Commerce Bureau of
Industry and Securityp
RROPOSED RULE:
15 CFR Part 774 Civil Uses of Certain Microwave Monolithic Integrated
Circuit (MMIC) Power Amplifiers, Discrete Microwave Transistors and BiStatic and Multi- Static Radar; Proposed Rule; Revisions to the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR):
Control of Military Electronic Equipment and Other Items the President
Determines No Longer Warrant Control Under the United States Munitions
List (USML);
BIS is seeking specific examples
to assess whether it should propose
to the Departments of State and Defense further amendments to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR) and the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR) as part of the
Administration’s Export Control Reform Initiative.
DATE: Comments should be received
no later than September 2, 2014.
Source: http://www.bis.doc.gov/
index.php/about-bis/newsroom

Prepare Yourself for
Career Opportunties
Non-Attorneys
Having a
Regulatory Trade
Compliance Law

Masters of Science
Degree gives you an
advantage in pursuing
Senior Level
Positions In Industry
Next Start Dates:
July 31st and Oct 23, 2014
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DDT
C
DDTC

Update

Directorate of Defense Trade Controls

ITAR: Other ITAR Amendments

The Department of State is
amending the International Traffic in
Arms Regulations (ITAR) to revise
U.S. Munitions List (USML) Category XI (Military Electronics). The
Department is also amending Category VIII (Aircraft and Related Articles) with respect to wing folding
systems and both Categories VIII
and XIX to remove three paragraphs
superseded by the revision of Category XI. The revisions contained in
this rule are part of the Department
of State’s retrospective plan under
E.O.13563.
Effective Dates: This rule is effective on December 30, 2014, except
for to the revision to § 121.1, Category VIII(h)(4), which is effective
August 15, 201
The Department of Commerce’s
companion to this rule is ‘‘Revisions
to the Export Administration Regulations (EAR):Control of Military Electronic Equipment and Related Items
the President Determines No Longer
Warrant Control Under the United
States Munitions List (USML).
Source: https://
www.pmddtc.state.gov/FR/2014/
79FR37536.pdf

Advertisement

IIEI Certification

ECR Practical Use Explained
Reform- Continued from page 1

several exceptions available in the
EAR which are not available in the
ITAR.”
While the goal is shorter
licensing time under the EAR
because fewer agencies and
departments’ scrutiny is required,
the approval times under BIS are
still longer than DDTC’s
processing times. Yet, as more
categories shift to the CCL, the
workload at BIS should level out,
resulting in quicker approvals.
Items being transferred under the
ECR are still, in most cases, goods
with restricted use to restricted
countries and/or restricted
persons, thus they still undergo
careful licensing review. Industry
insiders suggest patience during the
transition.
Many items being transferred
to the CCL were dual purpose
items: those that could be used
primarily in USML use, but could
also be used in commercial
applications. For example, items
such as the famous reverse thread
screw used on military aircraft
which has been moved to the
CCL. To see what other items
have moved to the CCL, please
review the CCL, read the notices
for DDTC on their web site, and
review the ECR Dash Board in this
issue of GlobalWatch.


“The Global Trade
Certification Standard”
www.industrycertification.org
A service of International Trade
Certification Authority, Inc.

Industry Certification is
required at many
defense companies.

Contact your DSU Advisor about
DSU’s exam preparations courses.

Learn about the
U.S. Munitions Import List
Many people missed the
University’s last offering of U.S. Import of Munitions Regulations for
ATF&E (TRD-340) class. This important course is now on the scedule
for October 16th. To ensure the you
won’t be left out it is suggested that
you register now of the class.
It isn’t enough that defense contractors are registered with the State
Department when munitions are involved. ATF&E now has their own
regulations and registration requirements.
Call an enrollment advisor to enroll.
Long hours - Prepare for the
Licesned Customs Broker
Examination
Historically nearly 80% of our
students pass the test first time.
In this course will not teach you to
be a Customs Broker. It teaches
you how to pass the test.

Dunlap-Stone University

Become a CIP

The highest industry standard of
proficiency offered by IIEI Certification for those charged with administration of the International
To discover how you can train for
the exam to become an elite, indemand ITAR professional, call a

(800) 474-8013

(602) 648-5750 (Outside the U.S.)

Experienced ITAR Professionals
are in demand
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Book Announcement

Military History - Non-Ficton

No Silent Night: The Christmas
Battle for Bastogne
Adjunct instructor Leo G. Barron’s second book
about General Patton will be released next fall,
but his first book, co-authored with Don Cygan,
was recently released in paperback. No Silent
Night: The Christmas Battle for Bastogne
tells the story of the events of Christmas 1944 at
the Battle of the Bulge in Bastogne.

Leo Barron

On Christmas Eve, the holiest of nights for the many Christian
peoples of Europe, Adolf Hitler was unleashing the full fury of
his remaining Luftwaffe bomber force on Bastogne.

The Emotional Situation for
Compliance Professionals
It isn’t just that the Export Control Reform Initiative is unnerving
to people working in export controls
and trade compliance. It is everything about their job is changing
within the trade compliance industry. It is as though the ground is
shifting beneath their feet. The landscape is changing so rapidly that it
isn’t easy to discern old landmarks.
This rightly makes those working at
the front lines of trade compliance
unsure and emotional. At the individual level they report that it can
be terrifying.
Compliance professionals tend
to be obsessive and control freaks
about their role as the front line of
defense against export violations.
As the landscape of regulations
shifts, and as navigating the
changes becomes more complicated,
it makes it harder for these workers
to feel emotionally confident in their
ability to maintain compliance. Now
every U.S Government agency that
is impacted by the movement of
goods and services between nations has finally begun to enact their

For Bastogne was the holdout city, center of Allied resistance to his
Wacht am Rhein (Watch on the Rhein) offensive—the German surprise
attack in the west that would become known among the Allies as the
Battle of the Bulge… The battle that would result from Hitler’s orders
would become the climactic event of the Bastogne saga: a rapid-fire,
desperate assault by overwhelming German armored might, defended in bloody
struggles by the ragged and weapons-strapped GIs trapped in Bastogne. It
would be either the last stand of the American defenders or the culmination
of the German drive to capture the vital crossroads. Either way pointed to a
climactic showdown—a desperate bloodbath in the snowy fields of Bastogne.
For hundreds of German and American soldiers facing off in the siege, the
events of Christmas 1944 would destroy any sense of holiness and peace on
earth. For the soldiers on both sides, and for the brave people of Bastogne,
this would be no silent night. The book is available from major online retailers
and bookstores.
own regulations to counter the risks
and liabilities associated national security. Over a dozen agencies and sub
agencies have rules and regulations
that must be followed.
What is a front line compliance
staff member to do? Where do they
begin? This is one of the most common questions heard by Enrollment
Advisors at Dunlap-Stone University.
Most who call the school are overwhelmed by the challenge. Even
though many may have been working
in compliance for years, the fear is
there. There are two concerns they
voice. First, how are they to gain the
knowledge they need to protect their
company’s exports when their companies have very limited training budgets.
And they don’t know what questions

to ask. Second, they recognize the field of
compliance has become a complex legal
profession that requires mastery of a huge
body of knowledge that is constantly
growing. As is very common among compliance staff members, they express their
strong desire to learn what is needed to
protect their companies’ exports. And they
want to be able to demonstrate and validate their capabilities. In short, they want
to fit in, be valuable to their employers
and gain job security. In today’s challenging environment, the answer DSU advisors offer is to keep learning—ride the
wave, staying out in front. It helps that
DSU offers over 60 compliance related
courses and undergraduate and graduate
degrees in trade compliance.
Source: DSU Staff
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Classes Starting Soon
July 2014

TRD-321 Harmonized Tariff Schedule
TRD-311 Documentation for Export Compliance
TRD-535 Agency Regulations in Trade Compliance
TRD-308 Mastering ITAR Exemptions
TRD-324 Canada Export Controls
TRD-350 People’s Republic of China Export Controls
BUS-101 Getting Started in International Trade
TRD-299 Agreements under the ITAR
TRD-214 Trade Compliance Environment 1
BUS-405 Global Business Plan
TRD-307 Understanding the EAR
TRD-320 Ethics in Trade Compliance
TRD-319 Managing Disclosures
TRD-304 Customs Broker Exam Prep
BUS-204 Innovation and Entrepreneurship
HAS-151 Introduction to American Government
TRD-215 Trade Compliance Environment 2
TRD-306 Understanding the ITAR
TRD-308 Mastering ITAR Exemptions
TRD-309 Commerce License Exeptions

Current MILITARY
or EX-MILITARY?

25% Discount
Get a 25% Discount on Tuition
for All DSU Classes!
Apply for Dunlap-Stone University’s
Military Scholarship!

Available TO ALL SERVICE MEMBERS
FROM EVERY ERA and THEIR FAMILY
MEMBERS *

August 2014
HCA-133 Introduction to Public Health
MGT-345 Organizational Behavior
SCM-125 Port Authority
SCM-379 Warehousing Practices and Principles
SCM-412 Global Supply Chain Stratagies
STM-385 Information Systems in Global Business
TRD-201 Exporting / Importing Environment
TRD-307 Understanding the EAR
TRD-311 Documentation for Export Compliance
TRD-320 Ethics in Trade Compliance
TRD-323 Australia Export Controls
TRD-365 Ethics in Import Compliance
TRD-330 Export Compliance Audits
TRD-216 Trade Compliance Environment 3
TRD-304 Customs Broker Exam Prep
TRD-306 Understanding the ITAR
TRD-141 Introduction to Incoterms 2010(R)
STM-106 Computing Essentials
SCM-127 Freight Forwarder Practices
HAS-198 Introduction to the Humanities

$4,000 FREE Grant Money
Offer Extended

The University’s Governing Board has extended the grant
application deadline for the Health Care Achiever Grant.
It’s open to all students worldwide who gain acceptance
into DSU’s Bachelor of Science in Health Care Administration degree program prior to September 30, 2014.
For more information and exact requirements contact
an enrollment advisor
(800) 474-8013 or (602) 648-5750

Vietnam, Iraq or Afghanistan

Have Questions? Call an Advisor
Today!
Enroll Today -800-474-8013 Outside of the U.S. 602-648-5750
*Certain condtions and restrictions apply. Call for
details

September 2014
BUS 404 Researching the Global Village
TRD 330 Export Compliance Audits
TRD 366 Topics in Import Management
TRD 540 Management of Trade Compliance
TRD 311 Documentation for Export Compliance
TRD 317 Introduction to the Foreign Corrupt Practices
TRD 257 Empowered Officials Essentials
TRD 299 Agreements Under the ITAR
TRD 307 Understanding the EAR
BUS 113 Topics in Contemporary Business
BUS 118 Introduction to Business Writing
BUS 303 International Business Ethics
FAE 263 Principles of Microeconomics
FAE 302 Global Finance Methods
HAS 105 Writing Across the Curriculum
HAS 132 Introduction to Psychology
MGT 402 Global Strategic Management
MGT 445 Competitive Human Resource Management
SCM 202 21st Century Logistics
SCM 376 Purchasing in the Global Marketplace
TRD 225 Documentation for the Global Village
TRD 306 Understanding the ITAR
TRD 320 Ethics in Trade Compliance

ENROLL TODAY!
Call (800) 648-5750 or
(602) 648-5750
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D
S

Dunlap- Stone University
Professionally Significant Degrees

Preparing for the “Good Life”
But at what cost?

Most everyone agrees—Going
to college is important. Gaining the
education for your career dream is
admirable and in today’s world a
necessity for most if they want the
“GOOD LIFE”.
But at what cost?
Considering the huge cost of
education today, the challenge is to
pay for it. With Federal Financial
Aid, students defer the cost of their
education until after graduation, but
the fact remains that after graduation the government must be repaid
the amount that has been borrowed.
Typically today, the amount borrowed takes many years to pay off.
Life after college gets complicated.
Along the way, marriage, children,
home mortgages and other expenses
are added into the mix. This often
becomes a recipe for disaster.
Dunlap-Stone University
(DSU) has a viable solution that has
become increasingly popular with
students. They combine work and
education, attending class 100%
online and working. Our students
are able to earn a living while they
get their degree. They can have all
the aspects of life; family, work and
education, nicely balanced as they
pay DSU’s very affordable tuition
rate as they go. Often employers

Attorneys

Master of Laws in
U.S Regulatory Trade Law
Next Start Date Oct 23rd
Space is Very Limited

help pay the costs or students take
out loans to pay our low tuition rate.
In either case, this makes getting an
education affordable and attainable, something that other well
known Universities can no longer
claim.
Experts agree students need to
be realistic about the overall cost of
getting an education.
Chase your dream and pay for it
one class at a time! Imagine finishing your degree with no student debt!

A Unique University
Dunlap-Stone (DSU) has
been called a “very unique
university” by those who
know it because of being the
only accredited university in
the world that focuses on
regulatory trade compliance
law and because of its trademarked Professionally Significant Degrees  programs. But its uniqueness
goes far beyond course topics and trademarks and even
beyond its published Three
Pillars of Learning: What
makes DSU stand alone is its
unusual dedication to providing students with a worldclass educational experience
that helps each and every student achieve their learning
needs and career goals. It
does not hurt that DSU is
among the lowest cost universities in the nation either.

Assessing Compliance:
Invitation to Beta-test New
Self- Assessment Tool

In the next few weeks,
DSU will debut a new tool to help
individuals and organizations assess
their compliance knowledge. A
self-reporting tool, the questionnaire asks individuals to rate their
knowledge on a scale from no
knowledge or basic knowledge up
through expert, violation-proof
knowledge. Organizations are
asked to rate their need for certain
skills and the level of that skill currently in their organization. These
instruments represent a starting
point for meaningful conversations
in importing and exporting organizations to match training efforts with
documented needs.
As others have said, most
organizations know where their violations will take place. Their compliance professionals know where
the gaps in their knowledge are, but
it is often hard to quantify these concerns. We hope the self-assessment tool will be a means to start
the conversation and address individual and organizational compliance training needs.
If you or your organization
would like to be involved in the
beta-testing of the instrument,
please contact Dr. Caulyne Barron
at cbarron@dunlap-stone.edu
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GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENT
Andrea Gulacsi
Degree Awarded: BS in International Trade Management
Dual Major Emphasis: Trade Compliance Law & Global Supply
Chain Management
Graduated with Honors: Magna Cum Laude

Henry Lindon
Degree Awarded: BS in International Trade Management
Dual Major Emphasis: Trade Compliance Law & Global Supply
Chain Management
Graduated with Honors: Cum Laude

Robert Rulavage
Degree Awarded: BS in International Trade Management
Emphasis: Trade Compliance Law
Graduated with Honors: Magna Cum Laude

Donna Parks
Degree Awarded: BS in International Trade Management
Emphasis: Global Supply Chain Management
Graduated with Honors: Cum Laude

Dunlap-Stone University
Student Honor Roll

Congratulations!
The administration, faculty,
and staff of Dunlap-Stone
University are proud to announce these outstanding
graduates. Congratulations to
them and their supportive
families for achieving this life
milestone!

The students shown here have demonstrated
outstanding “A” performance .

Honor - Distinction - Excellence
ASHLEY AKERS-VA
DIANA ALBERT-AZ
DEBORAH ALLEN-NC
JULIANNE BEHNKE-NH
SCOTT BIRKBY-ON
ALICIA BRYANT-MO
ALLISON BURCHAM-AZ
MARK BURLESON-KS
ANA BURROWS-WA
SAMUEL CARR-TX
VERONICA CIANCIULLI-NH
TRENTON CONNER-IL
JUSTIN COOK-MT
THOMAS DURAND-DH
SHERIDA FEAZELL-VA
CARLA FELTON-AZ
RAY FISCHER-ON
JAMES FOX-NY
MICHELLE GALLAGHER-VA
MICHELE GUILE-FL
SUSAN HAERTLING-MO
TORSTEN HELK-NJ
MARLENE HILLIARD-TX
CRISTINA HIMES-MCNABB-TX

CLAIRE HOBERECHT-WA
JAN HOFFMAN
ANDREW JOHNSON-TX
NORLENE KARIM-MD
ANDREA KELLEY-TX
JENNIFER KING-CA
CAROL KNEPPER-CA
RYSZARD KOKOSZKA-IL
DIANA KREKELBERG-WA
KIMBERLY LAMBERT-AZ
DONNA LOGAN-TX
ANDREW MCBRIDE-NY
ANGELA MINER-UT
ANTHONY MUNGUIA-TX
ESZTER MURANYI-VA
DENISE OCHOA-TX
DONNA PARKS-MD
KELLEY PEACHEY-MO
DONITA PFAHL-IA
JAYAKUMAR PILLAI-WI
JURGEN PLITT-CA
LAURA ROBERTS-AZ
WILLIAM RODEN-FL
MARK ROYER-PA

ULLA SKEFFINGTON-NC
ELIZABETH SIMON-HOLSCHBACH-FL
BRITTANY THIGPEN-TX
TERESA ULICK-MN
NIMISH VORA-Dubai
JASON YOUNGER-TX
NICOLE ZAMORA-AZ
PHILIP ZERBE-AZ
JEFFERY ZINSLI-MN

Congratulations
to these
Outstanding
Students
Your Dedication,
Perseverance and Hard
Work are to
be commended.
Well done!
As of July 17, 2014

The International
Import-Export Institute
at Dunlap-Stone University
19820 North 7th Street, Suite 100
Phoenix, Arizona USA 85024

Phone: (800) 474-8013 Outside U.S. (602) 648-5750
Fax: (602) 648-5755
Email: info@dunlap-stone.edu

Visit us Online at: http://iiei.dunlap-stone.edu
Sign up for your FREE email subscription to GlobalWatchtoday!

Dunlap-Stone University’s

D
S

International Import-Export
Institute

Accreditation

Bachelor of Science
International Trade Management
With an Emphasis in:

Trade Compliance Law
Now Enrolling

Professionally Signficant Degrees

Great careers don’t just happen.
They are planned!
Speak to an Academic Advisor today about your goals for tomorrow!

Visit our Website at iiei.dunlap-stone.edu
or Call (800) 474-8013 - Outside the U.S. 01-602-648-5750

